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State proposes cuts 
by Jenny Martin 
staff writer 
Near the end of a massive restructuring 
process that has reduced the number of 
colleges as well as administrative jobs, the 
university now finds itself faced with a 
challenge that may lead to extreme mea- 
sures. 
During the current South Carolina state 
legislative session, the House of Repre- 
sentatives are considering a five percent 
decrease in funding for all state supported 
schools. 
The reduction in funds would mean a 
$4 million budget cut for Clemson Uni- 
versity. 
University officials believe the cut 
could result in eliminating University po- 
sitions, increasing tuition, increasing class 
sizes and eliminating degree programs. 
Although the state's proposal stems 
from efforts to reduce property taxes and 
pay off dept, many believe it should not 
beat the expense of higher education. At 
Clemson, University officials are con- 
cerned about the funding decrease erod- 
ing away a year-long effort to streamline 
itself. 
"The newly elected political leader- 
ship are looking for ways to reduce ex- 
pense or generate revenue," explained 
Gary Ransdel, Clemson's vice-president 
of finance. 
University officials fear that, if imple- 
mented, the proposed budget cut would 
cancel out the $3 million saved through 
restructuring within the University. 
Ransdel believes the cut would adversely 
impact the University's 95-96 academic 
budget. 
"The University had saved $3 million 
in resources, through the restructuring of 
the colleges. That money could of been 
reallocated for educational purposes," 
added Ransdel, "This cut could wipe out 
anything that could be achieved." 
The University had proposed that the 
savings from the restructuring be allo- 
cated toward enhancing the educational 
experience of students. In addition to the 
possibility of negating savings ear-marked 
for the class room, a number of University 
officials are upset that their restructuring 
effort itself may also be negated. 
"What a demoralizing thing to do, to- 
take anything that we could of generated 
that would of been positive and simply 
burn it off to achieve a budget cut. That 
would be very difficult to accept?' 
^he House Ways and Means 
committee's proposal asked that the state's 
universities and colleges to consider tu- 
ition increases which adds further pres- 
sure on the schools' budgetary concerns. 
"If the University has no tuition in- 
crease, a five percent budget cut and 
downsizing due to restructuring; these will 
conflict. They are not compatible. Clearly 
it is a m-ajorchallenge for us to determine 
how we could best accommodate an unex- 
pected cut like this," stressed Ransdel. 
The state legislators have not 'made a 
decision, but Ransdel said the final deci- 
sion on the statewide decrease will be 
determined within the next 60 to 90 days. 
University heads contemplate future 
Larry K. Barthelemy IV/senor staff photographer 
President Phil Prince and Board of Trustees, Chairman, Bill Amick listen to Dr. 
Deno Curris, the president-elect, talk about his role in Clemson's future. University 
leaders are concerned about budget cuts. 
January 31,1995 
Prince opposes state cut 
by Mari Linn Love 
interim assistant news editor 
There is another purposed five percent 
budget cut and Phil Prince is not sitting 
down to let the S.C. House Ways and 
Means Committee's have its way. 
The House Subcommittee on Post Sec- 
ondary Education announced the state 
should be prepared for a purposed five 
percent budget reduction in funding for 
higher education, as President Phil Prince 
testified before the subcommittee Wednes- 
day. 
What was the importance of testify- 
ing before the S.C. House Committee? 
I, along with the University of South 
Carolina President Dr. John Palms and 
State Technical Education System Presi^ 
dent Mike McCall, testified before the 
Subcommittee. [The committee] asked us 
how we would absorb [the purposed bud- 
getary cuts] and we gave them some 
ideas...but one thing that I made clear to 
them is that the 5 percent budget cut 
would be about 4 million for Clemson and 
that would translate into a 9 percent tu- 
ition increase. And that is completely 
unacceptable. 
The Tiger: What is Clemson Univer- 
sity doing to prepare for the possible 
budget cut? 
Prince: What we are trying to do its to 
get the state to back off budget reduction, 
number one. They are exempting public 
education, K through 12, from this budget 
cut and we think that higher education 
should be exempted also.What they are 
saying is that higher education has no 
priority in this state. So we are going to try 
and get them to exempt us. If they don't 
exempt us, they can do some things like 
eliminating the sales taxes we pay on all of 
our purchases. 
Was the meeting successful? 
They did not listen to us at all. 
What kind of out look can we except 
from the House? 
We need a ground swell of public sup- 
port saying that higher education is im- 
portant in this state. I compare this as a 
building being hit by a wrecking ball. One 
blow does not knock the building down 
but successive blows over a period of time 
is what tears an organization down. That 
is what they are doing to higher education. 
How do you think this will effect 
Clemson in the future? 
If we continue to experience budget 
cuts every year, we got to start looking at 
the degree programs we offer and the 
course we offer. We got to look at larger 
classroom which is detrimental to the stu- 
dent learning environment. We got to 
worry about students who are not able to 
get courses when they need them to in 
order to graduation on time. In other words, 
it is really penalizing our students but the 
bigger thing is that they are selling the 
economic future of this state down the 
river. People are not coming to a state that 
shows they have no regard for higher 
education. Especially when other states 
are increasing their [funding for higher 
education]. N.C. is increasing funding for 
higher education by 12 percent, Georgia 
by 19 percent, Mississippi by a whopping 
45 percent over the past two years 
How will the purposed budget cut 
effect the restructuring which Clemson 
is undergoing currently? 
It's frustrating for us to be doing all we 
can to identify money that can be redi- 
rected to our academic programs, then 
have the state take it away. We've got the 
best, hardest-working faculty and staff 
I've been associated with, and they're 
trying to make restructuring work. But 
another budget cut a this point threatens to 
undermine all we have accomplished. 
Right now we need to be investing in 
technology that will allow us to downsize, 
and investing in professional development 
and retraining. 
What initiated the budget cuts? 
They what to reduce property taxes by 
reducing funding for higher education and 
all the other state agencies except correc- 
tions, public education and welfare. So 
they are saying that higher education is 
not a priority 
North Koreans 
reject invitation 
SEOUL, South Korea (AP) 
SputhKorea on Sunday rejected North 
Korea's invitation to a top opposition 
leader to hold talks on improving 
relations, calling it a ploy to avoid 
governmentlevel dialogue. 
North. Korea had invited the head 
of the main opposition Democratic 
Party., Lee Ki-taek, to "meet leading 
representatives of political parties in 
the North and discuss national unifi- 
cation with them," the North's offi- 
cial Korea Central News Agency said 
Saturday. ' 
■ Seoul called the offer "a wornout 
ploy that North Korea must leave 
behind to prepare for real talks." The 
statement was issued by the Unifica- 
tion Board, which oversees 
interKofean matters. 
South Korea maintains that dia- 
logue with the communist North 
should be held at the government 
level. It requires official approval for 
all contacts. 
On Friday, North Korea rebuffed 
the South's proposal to hold talks at 
the vice minister level. 
North and South Korea have been 
bitter rivals since the division of their 
peninsula in 1945 and the 195053 
Korean War. Talks on improving re- 
lations have stalled since 1993 be- 




CAIRO, Egypt (AP) Suspected 
Muslim militants fired on unarmed 
police outside a hospital Saturday, 
killing two policemen and two civil- 
ians. 
Three other policemen and three 
passersby were woundedin the attack 
and the pursuit of the assailants, the 
government said. 
The wounded included a police 
officer shot when he tried to arrest the 
militants after the attack in Nag 
Hamadi, 290 miles south of Cairo, 
said an Interior Ministry statement. 
The town is in Qena province, the 
scene of several recent attacks by 
fundamentalist militants seeking to 
overthrow the government. Security 
forces sealed off the province to search 
roads, an Interior Ministry statement 
said. 
More than 570 people have been 
killed irithe militant's threeyeardtd 
campaign of violence. In recent 
months, police and militants have 
fought almost daily battles in south- 
ern Egypt. 
Much of the violence has been 
blamed on the outlawed Islamic 





PHNOMPENH, Cambodia (AP) 
U.S. Deputy Secretary of State Strobe 
Talbott arrived in Cambodia today to 
emphasize American support for the 
see BRIEFS, page 7A 
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Power outaged blamed on wires 
by Tyrone Walker 
interim news editor 
Clemson campus residents 
found themselves stumbling in 
dark during a blackout that last 
more than seven hours last 
Wednesday night. 
John Evans, supervisor for the 
electrical shop of Facilities Main- 
tenance and Operation (FM&O), 
said that the ourtages were caused 
by two separate problems— 
a bad cable and a bad switch. 
The initial power outage, 
which occured around 11:45 a.m., 
stemmed from the blow out of an 
underground electrical cable be- 
tween Cooper Library and Strom 
Thurmond Institute. The power 
outaged lasted about one hour. 
According to Evans, the out- 
age damaged circuits in the East 
Campus 12470 volt and the East 
Campus 4160 substations which 
are two of the three campus sub- 
stations. 
"After trouble-shooting, we 
found that circuit number four 
had blown completely out and it 
Larry K. Barthelemy IV/senor staff photographer 
The University's aging infrastructure lead to 
last Wednesday's blackout, which left students 
without power for more than six hours. 
had damaged circuit number 
two," explained Evans. 
Some buildings the damaged 
circuits in 12470 volt substation 
supply power to are Littlejohn 
Restrictions 
on health fee 
by Anna Moss 
staff writer 
do not have any primary health 
insurance and students with pri- 
mary coverage but has not met 
their deductible." 
Clemson students' health 
fees may not cover care given 
at off-campus facilities, such 
as the Clemson Health Center 
and local hospitals. 
In addition, the medical fee 
includes unlimited visits to 
Redfern providers but it does 
not pay for care at Redfern. 
Criginally, payment of man- 
datory health fee meant that 
any student who received care 
at an off-campus facility auto- 
matically would receive a $500 
care credit if he or she had no 
primary insurance. 
Now, students are expected 
to pay for the services at the 
time these services are ren- 
dered. 
"That health center will give 
the student a receipt for the 
payment. A claim form may be 
obtained at Redfern, and then 
the student is responsible for 
filing the claim with an insur- 
ance company," said Sandra 
Smith, Director of Nurses at 
Redfern Health Center. 
"The $500 urgent care ben- 
efit is for those students who 
"THE $SOO 
URGENT CARE 
BENEFIT IS FOR 
THOSE 
STUDENTS WHO DO 
NOT HAVE ANY 
PRIMARY HEALTH 
INSURANCE." 
• SANDRA SMITH 
DIRECTOR OF NURSES 
AT REDFERN 
According to Smith the plan 
will pay up to $500 for condi- 
tions that meet the definition of 
urgent and that occur after hours 
provided that the student have 
no other insurance that is the 
primary payer. 
"If you have insurance, and 
you have not met your deduct- 
ible, the urgent care benefit will 
pay towards your deductible up 
to a maximum of $500," ex- 
plained Smith. 
Make your Valentine feel special! 
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Next to Los Hermanos *°1 
Coliseum, Jervey Athletic Cen- 
ter, Riggs Hall and Fike Recre- 
ation Center. 
Some buildings the damaged 
circuit in 4160 volt substation 
supplies power to are the Cooper 
Library, Martin Hall and Earl 
Hall. 
According to Evans, before 
repairs could begin,'.'the w,prk 
crew had to re-route power from 
the damaged circuit. 
Subsequently, the! work crew 
re-routed the downed buildings 
from circuit number.four and re- 
distributed their power inputs to 
other circuits. 
To a certain degree they were 
successful; as a result, the initial 
power outaged lasted only one 
hour. 
In addition, the work crew was 
also able to re-route Littlejohn 
Coliseum to another circuit, 
which allowed the scheduled 
men's basketball game to con- 
tinue. 
However, Evans said that as 
crew transfered these remaining 
buildings, which included Riggs 
Hall and Rhodes Hall, to other 
circuits, the switch malfunc- 
tioned. 
This resulted in the second 
power outage around 6:10 p.m. 
The buildings impacted by this 
power outage included the Coo- 
per Library, Maulding Hall and 
Martin Hall. Unlike the first, this 
outaged stemmed from a faulty 
switch. 
A crew of Facilities Mainte- 
nance and Operation employeess, 
who replaced about 24 feet of 
cable, worked until 2:30 am to 
repair the damages. 
"We had to replace the burn 
section of the cable. We had to 
terminate the cable, this is a time 
consuming process," said Evans. 
According University offi- 
cials, more than $1000 in dam- 
ages were substained. They also 
plan to replace the faulty switch. 
Evans blames the power out- 
age on the derioration of cables 
and electrical switches that are 
more than 29-years old. 
"We have a situation where 
our infrasture, which includes 
electrical wiring and water lines, 
requires maintenance. We are 
aware of this, but budget does not 
allow us to reform the needed 
preventive maintenance," ex- 
plained Shawna Lloyd, director 
of administration, Facilities 
Maintenance and Operations. 
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"Hey," I said. "What's your name?" 
Heavyset and gray on top, the elderly 
man turned slowly on the bench as a stream 
of pitch black tobacco juice drooled slowly 
from his mouth to the dirt below. In a raspy 
voice, between coughing spells, he simply 
said, "Leroy." His worn, blue-collared shirt 
bore the phrase, 'Good 'Ol Boys.' Talking 
with him some more, I found that he had 
been at the shelter "twenty damn years ... 
since 72." 
by Jon Campbell 
staff writer 
Watching him and the others watching 
me, I knew I was in for a night I soon would 
not forget at the Haven of Rest Mission. 
Forget I didn't. Last year-1 decided to 
spend a night at a local homeless shelter to 
write a feature and to experience life as the 
homeless do. I have always been sympa- 
thetic to the "down and out," but never 
realizedhowbadsomeofthemhaveit.Atthe 
shelter, I met all kinds of men like Leroy. 
Most of them are in the situation they are in, 
not because of alcohol and drugs, but through 
bad luck or as victims of fate and circum- 
stance. Through my stay, I have learned that 
the homeless are "people" and not the mani- 
acs many portray them as being. 
At 4 p.m. the next day, I was waiting for 
my ride when a rather homely black woman 
and a recalcitrant looking man walked up to 
the front of the mission. Seeing me, the man 
came over and told me his life story. He had 
been at the shelter before, but survived off 
life on the street. 'Twenty years ago, my 
parents threw me out and all my stuff," said 
the man. As he began to tell me of life in the 
Navy, a police car pulled up and arrested the 
woman for drunkenness. The street person 
who befriended me, said, "They' re gonna try 
to have me locked up." 
He got up and shook my hand and told me 
to "take it easy." I said I would, and then he 
was gone, probably to a place unknown to 
him. I was left outside with just Leroy for 
company. I knew I was lucky to have a place 
called home. 
Letters to the Editor 
Restructuring is solution 
To the editor: 
Restructuring is Clemson's solution to 
keeping tuition affordable and not wast- 
ing resources through duplication, exces- 
sive administrative costs or inefficient 
bureaucracy, and the The Tiger has done 
an excellent job at informing and explain- 
ing restructuring to the reader. But, The 
Tiger has failed to explain the effects that 
restructuring will have on the people at 
Clemson University. 
The article, "Administration Jobs Cut," 
centers around the job cuts, but is still very 
vague at showing the effects that restruc- 
turing will really have on the students, 
faculty and administrators. The first para- 
graph of the article says that "large por- 
tions of the faculty are opposing change," 
but why? This statement implies but never 
states the effects that restructuring has on 
them. 
Reducing the number of vice presi- 
dents increases cost efficiency because it 
eliminates some of the higher paid salary 
jobs. By downsizing the administration 
and grouping them into larger units within 
the fewer colleges, the University can 
supposedly reduce the number of aca- 
demic administration units within the 
fewer colleges, the University can sup- 
posedly reduce the number of academic 
administration units by about two-thirds. 
This means that much of our academic 
resources could be devoted to teaching 
and learning rather than administration. 
This downsizing logic makes sense in 
that manner, but Clemson was so ineffi- 
cient in the past that now one-third of the 
administrators can do the same amount of 
work that was previously divided among 
many more workers. One aspect that the 
restructuring proposal has failed to ex- 
plain is how so many less people will have 
to undertake so many more jobs. Obvi- 
ously, those administrators remaining will 
have an increased work load and respon- 
sibility. The Tiger over states that one of 
the remaining administrators, Gary 
Ransdell, will "take on the responsibility 
of two" and "handle multiple duties." 
Besides dealing with a great deal more 
paper work, each administrator will have 
to deal with more students too. Student 
and administrator relations could become 
much less personal. The increased work 
load on the administration may also cause 
an increase in stress which could lead to 
low morale or heightened tension among 
administrators. 
The restructuring proposal is not sup- 
pose to affect the students, but in reality 
there is no possible way that the students 
would not be affected. Although restruc- 
turing should increase work and cost effi- 
ciency and reduce bureaucracy, former 
president Max Lennon states that it must 
be understood that, "Clemson can't con- 
tinue to absorb one budget cut after an- 
other without seriously affecting the aca- 
demic programs." Affects on the academic 
programs would ultimately affect the stu- 
dents. 
To compensate for the state funding 
deficiency, tuition must be raised or pri- 
vate funding must be increased. The former 
seems far more likely than the latter since 
the competition for funding has increased 
so dramatically in the past few years. Cost 
reductions and cut backs will also impact 
class size, classes offered and student ser- 
vices. 
I think that The Tiger truly has done an 
admirable job at consistently presenting 
the information about restructuring in,the 
paper week after week, but I also think 
that The Tiger needs to tell the reader what 





class not needed 
To the editor: 
I am writing in response to an article 
which appeared in the Oct. 28 edition of 
The Tiger. According to the article, a 
group named the Confederate States of 
America Historical Preservation 
Society(CSA-HPS), wants a class here at 
Clemson that would teach the history that 
would teach the history of the Confed- 
eracy. The group feels that Clemson needs 
a class with a Southern perspective. The 
Tiger responded by saying that Clemson 
has classes which cover the Confederacy, 
and that other classes are not needed. I 
agree whole heartedly. 
The five years that the Confederacy 
existed brought hardship and poverty to 
the south during and after the Civil War. 
Even so, it is an important period in Ameri- 
can history. The Confederacy did not last 
long enough to justify the money and time 
needed for a new class. In response to the 
CSA-HPS wanting to silence "130 years 
of myths, lies and falsehoods." Instead, it 
is incorporating the changes the CSA- 
HPS has in mind into classes which al- 
ready exist. I feel sure that, if the changes 
are factual and sound, Clemson and other 
colleges will have no problems with them. 
Finally, I would like to thank The Tiger 
for responding to this news. 
Sincerely, 
Dale Theiling 
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Budget blamed for lack of 
services for the disabled 
by Jodi Fogle 
staff writer 
Clemson's 260 disabled stu- 
dents on campus is wondering 
why there are not a full time 
staff member to handle their 
needs. 
According to Joy Smith, as- 
sociate vice president of stu- 
dent affairs, these needs are 
being met as fully as possible 
without having to abolish other 
jobs within the university. 
"State funding has been 
dropping in the last several 
years. This past year adminis- 
trative areas, which include all 
student affairs such as disabled 
students, administrative coun- 
seling and minority students, 
took the budget cut they were 
assigned," explained Smith. 
"We went through student 
affairs and tried to cut money 
where we could and were suc- 
cessful. One thing that we did 
was try to use any positions that 
were going to become vacant 
and not refill those instead of 
cutting people that already held 
positions." 
Smith said that the former 
full time employee who worked 
with disabled students retired. 
Instead of replacing her with 
another full time employee, a 
part-time person was hired, and 
the members of Student Devel- 
opment also split the work. 
While Smith says she knows 
this situation is not ideal, she 
feels that Student Development 
has been working to meet the 
needs and requests of the dis- 
abled students on campus. 
"We really are short-staffed, 
and what we are trying to do right 
now is have a good and compe- 
' tent person to work with the stu- 
dents part-time. That is not ideal, 
andl don't believe anyone thinks 
it is. I know that [Richard Heller, 
Director of Student Develop- 
ment] would love to change the 
situation, but he doesn't have a 
way of getting more money," 
Smith said. 
According to Julie Walters- 
Steele, the staff of Student De- 
velopment often takes home notes 
"WE REALLY ARE 
SHORT - STAFFED, 
AND WHAT WE 
ARE TRYING TO DO 
RIGHT NOW IS 
HAVE A GOOD AND 
COMPETENT PER- 
SON TO WORK 
WITH THE STU- 
DENTS PART- 
TIME." 
• JOY SMITH 
ASSOCIATE VICE 
PRESIDENT OF STU- 
DENT AFFAIRS 
to transcribe for students. She 
said that a lot of the work is done 
by volunteers within the depart- 
ment who do not get paid for the 
extra hours they put into helping. 
The Campus Organization for 
Disabled Employees and Stu- 
dents (CODES) was formed to 
lobby for students who felt their 
needs and requests were being 
ignored by the University. 
Smith stated that she only 
knows of two complaints that 
have been issued by disabled 
students. 
In comparing Clemson with 
the University of South 
Carolina's facilities for the dis- 
abled, Clemson seems to fall 
short. 
USC has appromiaxtely the 
same number of students regis- 
tered as disabled as Clemson, 
but they are able to afford a 
director, four assistants and two 
graduate students to work with 
their students. 
Walters-Steele said that 
Clemson tries to incorporate 
the student into the classroom 
as much as possible, which in- 
cludes things such as giving a 
disabled student more time to 
work on a test. 
According to Walters- 
Steele, people need to be in- 
formed on the scope of the dif- 
ferent services offered to dis- 
abled students. 
Not only has Student Devel- 
opment hired students to tran- 
scribe notes, but also the staff 
of Student Development works 
to accommodate the needs of 
the students. 
According to Walters-Steele 
Student Development also 
works with the mobile im- 
paired to make sure their classes 
are accessible and on campus 
housing accomodates their 
needs. 
She also said that there is 
one blind student, and Student 
Development works with him 
to establish routes to class and 
landmarks around campus to 
facilitate his going to class. 
NEWS/ Page 5A 
Engineering 
to SUCCEED 
by LaToya C. Greene 
staff writer 
Clemson University has been 
selected to administer a center to 
focus on increasing the number 
of minorities and women who 
teach and study engineering. 
The Center for Professional 
Success will be funded through 
the Southeastern University and 
College Coalition for Engineer- 
ing Education (SUCCEED), and 
will sponsor projects geared to- 
ward retaining and graduating 
more women and minority stu- 
dents with engineering majors. 
They will also encourage stu- 
dents to pursue careers teaching 
their trade. 
SUCCEED was started in 
1991 and is funded through a 5- 
year, $15 million grant from the 
National Science Foundation to 
improve the quality and relevance 
of engineering degree programs. 
This was done in hopes that it 
will help to reshape engineering 
education for the 21st century. 
The budget for the new center 
has been set at approximately 
$500,000. 
According to the American 
Society for Engineering Educa- 
tion, women make up only 17 
percent of students enrolled in 
engineering nationwide, while 
minorities are only 15 perceni^of 
the engineering student popula- 
tion. 
Susan Lasser, director of CU' s 
Minority Engineering Program 
and newly appointed Director of 
the Center for Professional Suc- 
cess said, "We need to create an 
environment in our universities 
and colleges that encourage and 
foster women and minorities to 
not only become engineers, but 
to teach future engineers as well." 
Eight Southeastern schools in 
SUCCEED will contribute their 
talents and abilities to focus on 
achieving that goal. They include: 
Clemson, Florida A&M/Florida 
State, Florida, Georgia Tech, 
North Carolina A&T,N.C. State, 
UNC at Charlotte and Virginia 
Tech. 
While one school creates a 
program solely on the freshman 
experience for women and mi- 
norities, another may focus on 
the upper-level years, so that col- 
lectively, all the programs create 
one ideal system. 
For several women and mi- 
nority engineering students at 
CU, the center will definitely 
bring about many positive re- 
sults. 
Cooper, a sophomore engi- 
neering student, said, "In today's 
society, engineering is still 
viewed upon as a male domi- 
nated field, and because of that 
there are sure to be some ob- 
stacles that will stand in the way 
of women and minorities. 
We need to focus on those 
obstacles and as a whole find 
some way to eliminate such ideas 
and untruths. 
Hopefully, thiscenter will en- 
able women and minority engi- 
neering students to feel more 
comfortable in such a field as 
engineering and attract and send 
into the world more of them." 
Need some extra money??? 
Write for The Tiger. 
Call 656-2150 for more information. 
654-NAIL 




i^ silk wrap 
IGP gel nails 
Hours are: 
Mon-Thurs  10-9pm 
Fri & Sat     9-8 
Sun By appt. only 
1393 Tiger Bvld., Clemson (next to McP's) 




BRODHEAD, Wis. (AP)  A 
teen ager ran up at least $80,000 
in telephone calls to sex talk num- 
bers, charging the bills to other 
homes in the The 19 year old 
faces charges of theft of telecom- 
munication services, Wickstrum 
said, referring the case to the 
Green County 
district attorney's 
Goldberg Machine Contest chal- 
lenges engineering students to 
make the mundane enormously 
complicated. 
This year's mission: turn on a 
radio within five minutes with a 
ludicrous contraption that uses at 
'least 20 steps. 
The contest honors the late 
cartoonist Rube Goldberg, who 
drew whimsically complex ma- 
chines that performed simple 
tasks. One panel, done for Purdue 
six days will be fitted with a radio 
tracking device that police hope 
helps the dog lead them to the 
rest of the body. 
The device was obtained from 
the Illinois Conservation Depart- 
ment, which uses such transmit- 
ters to track wildlife, said Lake 
County Sheriff's Detective-Lt. 
Chester Iwan. 
Police planned to attach the 
device today or tomorrow, he 
said. 
cost the oldest social club at a 
Baptist college its charter. 
After a former Ouachita Bap- 
tist University student com- 
plained about the Sigma Alpha 
Sigma tradition,'campus officials 
revoked the club's charter. The 
club was fpunded in 1932.    • 
Club members started the tra- 
dition in the mid 1970s. On such 
occasions as " dropping:'* a girl- 
friend or becoming engaged, club 
members would sit naked on a 
tiger statue on cam- 
January 31,1995 
near her building on Monday, 
said Sgt. Guy Haberl of the Indi- 
anaCounty police. She had heard 
two small explosions the previ- 
ous day, he said. 
The shooter is believed to be 
using a "spud gun," a plastic 
tube armed with a trigger at the 
bottom. The trigger ignites aero- 
sol and sends a potato flying up 
to 500 feet. 
office. 
Calls to a 900 
number cost 
$4.99 per minute 
and the man made 






Mark Bartlein said. 
The $80,000 figure is likely to 
grow as the investigation contin- 
ues, he said. 
An elderly Orfordville resi- 
dent, billed $300, was among five 
people who called police to com- 
plain, Orfordville Police Chief 
Terry Morris said. 
The teen ager charged calls to 
random numbers i n B rodhead and 
Orfordville, including some to 
"blank" numbers not assigned 
to any home or business, 
Wickstrum said 
GTE began investigating af- 
ter customers reported unex- 
plained calls on their phone bills, 
Wickstrum said. 








WEST LAFAYETTE, Ind. 
(AP) Crack an egg. Screw in a 
light bulb. Put a stamp on an 
envelope. 
Sound simple? 
Not at Purdue University, 
where  each  year the  Rube 
students in the 1950s, shows how 
a "numbskull" becomes an en- 
gineer thanks to a clapping seal, 
a dancing co ed, an oil lamp, and 
a basketball. 
The Goldberg competition 
began at Purdue in 1949 and ran 
until 1955 before disappearing 
for nearly 30 years. Theta Tau 
revived it in 1983 to celebrate 
National Engineers' Week, held 
this year from Feb. 19 25. 
The winning team will return 
to Purdue March 25 to vie for the 
national championship, where 
past tasks have included toasting 
a slice of bread, opening a lock, 
and cracking an egg into a bowl 
without breaking the yolk. 
They also get the Rube 
Goldberg trophy, $200 cash and 
personal CD players. 
The reigning national champ 
is Hofstra University, which won 
its second straight title last year 
for coming up with the most ab- 




ANTIOCH,TlI.(AP) A Ger- 
man shepherd that has returned 
home with a human leg twice in 
Iwan said his department also 
is conferring with Minneapolis 
police about possible connections 
to body parts discovered by do'gs 
in October 1993 and June 1994. 
Police searched the area and dis- 
covered other parts of the body. 
Authorities determined the 
body parts found near Minne- 
apolis belonged to the same 
woman, a Minneapolis prostitute. 
Her body was dismembered with 
asaw,saidWrightCounty,Minn., 
Sheriff Don Hozempa. 
The legs found in Illinois also 
had been severed with a saw, said 
Lake County, 111. Coroner Bar- 
bara Richardson. Authorities 
saythey also belonged to a 
woman. And both discoveries 
were within a few miles of Inter- 
state Highway 94. 
Falling in love 
haulted 
ARKADELPHIA,    Ark. 
(AP) Tiger rides in the buff have 
IT'SYOIEMONEY! 
Clemson (Hwy 123 near Hwy 93) 
1393 Tiger Blvd 
654-5977 
Offices are also located in: Easley & Pickens 
would start in the 
dormitory, where a 
member would be 
covered with shav- 
ing   cream,   hot 
sauce, a deep heat- 
ing rub and some- 
times tuna fish. 
Club    members 
would drag him 
outside and up to the statue of the 
school mascot situated a block or 
two from the dormitories. 
The rider would sit until other 
members could toss, his under- 
wear on a tree branch. The rider 




INDIANA, Pa. (AP) Hit the 
deck. Incoming potato? 
Police believe someone is 
launching potatoes into the air 
for fun. But police aren't laugh- 
ing. They say apotato could cause 
'serious injury if it hit someone. 
A woman in Indiana, which is 
about 50 miles northeast of Pitts- 
burgh, said she saw a potato fly- 
ing through the air on Wednes- 
day afternoon near her apartment 
building. 
The same woman reported 
finding the remains of a potato 
country' s young democracy, 
the U.S. Embassy said. 
During the twoday visit, 
Talbott is to meet the 
country's coprime ministers, 
Prince Norodom Ranariddh 
and Hun Sen. 
He was accompanied by 
Winston Lord, assistant sec- 
retary of state for Asia and 
the Pacific; Stanley Roth, 
special assistant to President 
Clinton; and Kent 
Wiedemann, deputy assistant 
secretary of defense and se- 
curity for the Asian region. 
They are likely to discuss 
U.S. assistance to the Cam- 
bodian army, which is fight- 
ing Khmer Rouge guerrillas. 
AU.S. Embassy statement 
said the visit "will demon- 
strate our continued strong 
commitment to Cambodia's 
fledgling democracy." 
Cambodia's 2yearold de- 
mocracy has been tainted by 
government attempts to si- 
lence critics and curb the 
press. The government was 
installed after a 
U.N.sponsored election. 




Pick up a petition to run for: 
Student Body President 
Student Body Uice-President 
Student Senate 
Petitions auailable in the lobby of Student 
Gouernment. Petitions are due February 
18th. No late petitions accepted! 
IT'S TIME TO GET 
INU0LUEDM 
!=J§S=|§ CLEMSON UNIUERSITV STUDENT GOUERNMENT 
"•i^fpwrwfwi^mnmwp 
Clemson's Guide to 
Entertainment 
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Joel, John rock Death Valley 
by L. Clator Butler, Jr. 
Time-Out editor 
Clemson University Campus Events 
announced yesterday that pop musi- 
cians Billy Joel and Elton John will 
face off with dueling grand pianos in 
Death Valley when they bring an en- 
core presentation of their 1994 "Face to 
Face Tour" to Clemson University Sun- 
day, April 9 at 7:30 p.m. Tickets, $50 
and $25, will go on sale at 10 a.m., 
Saturday, Feb. 4. 
Clemson students may pick up a 
number at the info desk in the loggia to 
secure their place in line beginning Jan. 
31 (today) at 8 a.m. Clemson faculty 
and staff may pick up a number starting 
Feb. 1, and the general public may pick 
up numbers beginning Feb. 2. Num- 
bers will be given out each day between 
8 a.m. and 6:30 p.m. through Feb. 3. 
Afterward, numbers will be available 
from 9 a.m. on Feb. 4. These numbers 
only secure a place in line, and do not 
guarantee actual purchase. 
The announcement, made by Mike 
Arnold, Director of Campus Events, 
came after a disclosure by Head Foot- 
photo courtesy Sony Music 
Joel suggested a joint tour 
to John after Joel's release 
River of Dreams last year. 
Peaceful jamming 
Pat Metheny hits Peace Center 
by Birma Gainor 
staff writer 
How could you make music bet- 
ter? Pure music genre is one thing, 
but uniting different genres together 
makes the music so much more alive. 
In this case, jazz has for a long time 
been bred with other types of music 
to create new ideals in the music 
arena. 
Starting in the late 60's and early 
70's, jazz united with rock to form a 
new era in music. Propelling into the 
80's and 90's, jazz is merging with 
more hip-hop but still keeping in the 
rock way. 
The Pat Metheny Group has al- 
ways been at the forefront of the new 
jazz movement and is well known for 
great works created out of this sound. 
Pat Metheny has been all about music 
since his late teens when he taught 
college classes in music. Virtually 
half his life has been spent perform- 
ing professionally. He started out at 
19 with Gary Burton's band, working 
on three of his albums from 1974 
through 1977. 
Metheny has recorded and per- 
formed with some of the hippest and 
most innovative musicians of the past 
two decades. Names like Charlie 
Haden, Herbie Hancock, Joshua 
Redman, Bruce Hornsby and Joni 
Mitchell are all a part of his stellar past. 
At 40 years old, he now can rest com- 
fortably on his laurels as a virtuoso 
guitarist and composer. His solo work 
is some of the most talked about in the 
industry. 
Lyle Mays has been a large part of 
the Pat Metheny Group since its incep- 
tion in 1977 and has co-written a great 
deal of its music. He has always been 
around music, coming from a musical 
family, and piano and keyboards have 
been his passion for a long while. His 
attendance at summer jazz camps and 
in-depth studies as a teen prepped him 
for his own solo career. When he met 
Pat Metheny at the 1975 Wichita Jazz 
Festival, two kindred minds united, 
and they have been successful for the 
past decade. 
Steve Rodby is the bassist for the 
group and has been on the road with 
many of the greatest jazz players of all 
time, including Milt Jackson, James 
see METHENY, page 3B 
ball Coach Tommy West on behalf of the 
Athletic Department that the annual Orange- 
and-White Game has been rescheduled from 
April 8 to April 1 to accommodate the concert. 
The Clemson show is one of ten American 
cities on the encore leg of the "Face to Face" 
tour and is sponsored by Cellar Door Concerts 
of Columbia and Clemson Campus Events 
Office's Tiger Paw Productions. Other cities 
on the tour are San Diego, Las Vegas, Toronto, 
Indianapolis, Dallas, Houston, Little Rock, 
Tampa and Miami. 
The four-hour show features Joel and 
John performing both together and indi- 
vidually as they play songs from their own 
music dating back to the '60s, and occa- 
sionally in tribute to each other and musi- 
cians who have influenced them. In addi- 
see PIANISTS, page 4B 
Liese Snode/head photographer 
Mike Arnold (left) announced Monday that the duo would 
come to Death Valley. Coach Tommy West (right) announced 
the scrimmage game would be rescheduled to accommodate. 
Play the 
blues 
by Christopher Nixon 
staff writer 
Tonight at Cowboys in Greenville, 
Gravy, a blues band from Birmingham, 
Ala. will be playing. Since their forma- 
tion two years ago, Gravy has become 
one of the hottest blues trios in the 
Southeast. In Birmingham, their song 
"Junkyard Man" is getting heavy radio 
rotation. People are requesting Gravy 
in Birmingham, from auto mechanics 
in the metro to housewives in the ritzy 
areas of Birmingham. Stores have re- 
ported Gravy to be outselling Pearl Jam 
and The Eagles. 
Rob Thorworth (guitar/lead vocas) 
hails from Mobile Ala. He attended the 
see GRAVY, page 3B 
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RED HANDED RECORDS/ 
MOONSTONE RECORDS 
by Brian Davis 
staff critic 
Hot spot: "Destination", 
"Chain The American" 
Low blow: "Train to Blue" 
Bottom line: A group that 
sounds so familiar yet has a 
sound they can call their own. 
Triangle, with the release of 
Raw Feed, has created a CD with 
a feel, emotion and talent that 
echoes existing bands, yet steps 
out and covers new ground. Made 
up of brothers Baron and Count 
Lombardo and childhood friend 
Dino, the group takes Southern- 
California-based rock and their 
own individuality, puts it all to- 
gether and creates new music. 
On this CD, listeners will find 
a blend of speed, metal, heavy 
bass lines, vocals (quiet and loud), 
acoustical guitar, piano, brass, 
and the constant drumbeat that 
keeps the whole thing together. 
Dino is currentlya driver on 
the SCCA Trans-Am circuit, 
while Baron and Count live and 
work in North Hollywood, Ca., 
in a warehouse once known as 
"Fuzzy's Garage." Before the 
group had ever recorded anything 
as Triangle, they received na- 
tional airtime on ABC's "20/20" 
as components of an investiga- 
tive report. The warehouse where 
the Lombardo's work was for- 
merly a front for a Northrop- 
contracted sweatshop. Non-se- 
curity cleared illegal aliens 
worked there producing govern- 
ment-funded secret guidance sys- 
tems for U. S. Military air cruise 
missiles. 
Now Triangle is back in ac- 
tion; in the business of making 
music. Energetic and insightful 
lyrics make everyone of these 
songs a great contributin to an 
album worth buying. 
Produced by George Tutko 
(Ozzy Osborne, Duran Duran, 
LitaFord), their EP, "Shine," has 
already topped more than 350 
college radio pi ay lists and trade 
charts nationwide. 
Triangle have been praised by 
England's Metal Force Maga- 
zine as "a Saigon Kick/Cult style 
altogether weirder and more hip." 
The magazine went on to say 
that, "(the band) reeks of class 
and has the musicianship to the 
core." 
With one hearing, Triangle 
may come across as imitators 
because of their familiar sound- 
—but keep listening; the reward 
comes later when the CD player 
is off and the music stays fresh in 
the mind. 
Gravy 
From the Hip 
KUDZU RECORDS 
by Christopher Nixon 
staff critic 
Hot Spot: "Junkyard Man" 
Low Blow: When the CD is 
done 
Bottom Line: Gravy tops 
them all. 
If you like the blues, you'll 
love this album. If you are not a 
blues fan, you'll love this album. 
From the first song, "Junkyard 
Man," to the last song, "Needle 
and Thread," From the Hip a 
great album. 
The recording was done pains- 
takingly over the course of four 
-days. The studio was the garage 
of drummer John Scalici's par- 
ents. An engineer was present so 
that there was someone who could 
"turn the knobs." If you listen 
closely, you can even hear the 
buzz of the amplifier. All of this 
adds to the warm, honest, sound 
of From the Hip. 
The guitars, played by Rob 
Thorworth, are very Stevie Ray 
Vaughn-esque, and the lyrics are 
original blues. The bass, played 
by Jay Johnson, is also very good. 
The songs each have their own 
tempos and their own sounds, 
making it easy for the listener to 
tell the difference between them. 
"Junkyard Man" has a great cho- 
rus that goes: "I am a junkyard 
man-I got a scrap heap full of 
blues/Honey take your time-all 
my best parts is used." 
"The Luv Bug" is about love 
at first sight. "That's One for 
Me" is a dark song about love on 
the rocks and spite. "What Time 
Does the Bus Leave?" is about a 
man who is harried by his girl- 
friend or wife, and is waiting for 
the chance to get out of the rela- 
tionship. 
The music on this album has 
staying power. It is accessible to 
everyone, but is still blues, pure 
and simple. Even after repeated 
playings, it sounds fresh. A mu- 
sic collection without From the 
Hip is like an incomplete meal, 
go get some Gravy and be satis- 
fied. 
MiloZ 
Basic Need To Howl 
MERCURY RECORDS 
by Brian Davis 
staff critic 
Hot spot: "Lost Puppy" 
Low blow: "Step Back" 
Bottom line: The music is 
fine, but these guys really need 
a lyricist. 
This group of eight guys linked 
together to form a rap/funk/jazz 
style bamd. The members are: 
Mijo Z, lead vocals; Joe 
Copeland, bass; Steve Hopkins, 
keyboards; Masa Shimzu, gui- 
tar, Rod Gross, drums; Ze Luis, 
saxophone; Jeremy Adelman, 
trumpet; and Hector Mark, 
drums. 
This is a band that might be 
entertaining live, but their ability 
barely comes across on CD. Turn 
down the volume, and the band 
seems pretty interesting. 
Upon concentrating on the 
lyrics, Milo Z gets disappoint- 
ing. The words are not fluid 
enough to sing and Milo Z is not 
that great a rapper. The Z Posse 
carries their weight except on 
songs with lines like, "F ve fallen 
and I can't get up/Fallen and I 
can't get up/Fallen down down 
down-can't get up/Fallen and I 
can't get up-wanna get up/Better 
get up-up-up..." from "Fallen 
(AndlCan'tGet Up)." The lyrics 
in "Lost Puppy" do not detract 
from the musical abilities of the 
group, making it the best song on 
Basic Need to Howl.. 
As it turns out, Milo Z is a 
group with a heart, making strong 
stands in several of their songs 
on issues like gun control, inter- 
racial dating, and politics. Un- 
fortunately, if Milo Z wants to 
make it to the big time, they may 
have to set aside their political 
agenda or at least find someone 
to put their ideas into their songs. 
?      *♦■ *    ■ &   '■ *   ■■■? 
■     ■    '   ■ '    "■ 
Deus 
Worst Case Scenario 
ISLAND RECORDS 
*** 
by Erik Alan Pohl 
staff critic 
Hot spot: "Right as Rain" 
Low Blow: "Shake Your 
Hip" 
Bottom Line: A quintet at- 
tempting five directions at once, 
What? You don't have it yet? 
It suits our high standards. 
Sorta kinda groovyish. 
Die-hard fans might like it. 
Don't waste your money. 
which seldom fails completely 
but is great when it fully pidls 
together. 
While Deus maintain's the 
steady and predictable instru- 
ments of their music, they also 
bring in dashes of uncommon 
instrumentation. This makes 
them a group which is standard 
enough tH$at they can be enjoyed 
without too much concentration 
but will deliver the occasional 
and appropriately timed surprise. 
A sample of Zappa's "Little 
Umbrellas" in their song "w.c.s." 
; works in their style to embellish 
, the tone of the song drawing them 
closer to trjfe type of music they 
seem to emulate (listening to them 
is an excercise in guessing influ- 
ences). Other unpredictable in- 
serts of smooth lyricism in their 
form of abrasion gives creedence 
to the words of their singer/gui- 
tarist Tom Barman, "The thing 
that interests us the most is the 
extremes." 
In this case, the extremes aren' t 
too extreme to totally reject the 
pop they hope to distort, but they 
tease the boundaries as a volatile 
force, including the affects of 
Janzoon's violin playing, a gui- 
tarist who also is a modern 
painter, and a bassist.w"ho brings 
his experience of blues to the 
group. 
In all, the eccentricity of their 
orbit around pop probably can be 
seen resulting from their vast 
number of personal influences. 
Deus is a group involved in a 




by Joe Milam 
staff critic 
and harrowing. As the number of 
albums increased, so did their 
definitions: uplifting guitar flares, 
serial melody, unique, swirling, 
childfreaked vocals and most re- 
cently, cultured. 
The Cranes forth album, Loved 
(Dedicated Records), has the 
combination of incorporated 
French expressionism with clas- 
sical film music. The new cul- 
tural inputs are clashed with their 
preexisting melodramatic base. 
The result being an immediate 
jump to the top of the indepen- 
dent charts and worldwide ac- 
claim that made Loved the band's 
best reviewed album to date. 
The Cranes became interna- 
tional favorites when The Cure 
included them on their Wish tour. 
Playing in front of over half a 
million fans, collectively, and 
selling out thousand, plus venues 
along the way, gave the Cranes 
the initiative to travel around the 
world for seven months. 
Alison became ill during a 
show toward the end of their 
France tour. Enter stage right to 
save the show: Robert Smith and 
the rest of The Cure to finish up 
the set with an indescribable jam 
session lasting well into the morn- 
ing. 
The Cure, long time admirers 
of the Cranes, listened to Wings 
of Joy during the recording of 
their Wish album. This made ask- 
ing the Cranes to join them on 
their world tour instinctive. 
The new release from the 
Cranes promises to be diverse in 
character and undefined as a 
single source of music. 
Hot spot: "Reverie" 
Lowblow: "ComeThisFar" 
Bottom Line: Soothing gui- 
tar licks lifted by a child's voice 
send shivers down the spine. 
Rising from the "wrong side" 
of Portsmouth to worldwide 
popularity is a dream come true 
for the brother and sister musical 
partnership of James and Alison 
Shaw. The Cranes were born out 
, of early interest in Joy Division 
' and various Nick Cave projects 
during the late eighties. t 
After a desperate loan was is- 
sued, the band purchased an 8- 
track recording machine and pro- 
duced their first cassette, Fuse. 
This album defined the band as 
being claustrophobic, intense, 




State of the Union 
$) Bettie Serveert 
Lamprey 
4) Silly 
Will you go with me? 
5) Today is the Day 
Wilt Power 




8) Bunjie Jambo 
Morning Breath 









compiled by Meraj K. Anas 
staff writer 
Tentative release dates: 






Harrison Ford, Wtllem 
Dafoe, James Eark Jones, and 
Anne Archer star in this ac- 
tion packed masterpiece. 
Ford returns as CIA Agent 
Jack Ryan in his investiga- 
tion of how the death of a 
prominent businessman re- 
lates to Colombian drug car- 
tels, This powerful film was 






Don "The Dragon" Wil- 
son returns in yet another 
Bloodfist movie, this time 
accompanied by Cat Sassoon. 
Nick Corri gan (Wilson) i s out 
to save the world from ulti- 
mate destruction, again. In 
order to do so. he must use all 
of his skills to defeat a band 
of terrorists. Don't rush to 
the stores to watch this one. 
You might inspire another 
Bloodfist thriller. 
It Could Hap- 
pen to You 
Rated PG 
COLUMBIA 
From the director of Hon- 
eymoon in Vegas comes a 
comedy starring Nicolas 
Cage.. Bridget Fonda, and 
Rosie Perez. This film in- 
cludes three stars, a lottery 
ticket, and loads of fun. The 
movie gained $37.8 million 
in the box office. 




A film starring Eric Sloltz 
and Mary-1 ouise Parker, this 
comedy deals with a stressed 
out New York relationship. 
The movie blew away the box 
offices with $1 million. How- 
ever, yon might want to give 
this one a chance since it is out 
on video. 
* Dates for video release 
arc tentative. The actual date 
varies for some video stores 
and lor some movies. Infor- 
mation is from Wax Works 
Buyers Guide. 
Write for Time-Out and keep the CDs you review for free. 
Call Clator, Anne or David at 656-0986 or come to 906 
Union Thursdays at 5 p.m. 
T2£a3g 
Gravy slides into Cowboys 
continued from IB 
University of Alabama in the 
early '80s, majoring in business 
and communications, for .three 
years. He then dropped out to 
play in a band called the New 
Boys. The band moved from 
Mobile to Birmingham and lasted 
a few years until its break up 
when a record deal fell through. 
In 1991, Rob formed Gravy with 
John Scalici and Jay Johnson. 
Rob has said, "All my high school 
friends are doctors, lawyers and 
Indian chiefs now, but I got stuck 
in this band thing." 
John Scalici (drums/vocals) 
hails from Birmingham and also 
attended the University of Ala- 
bama. He is known as a prank- 
ster, and is quick with a humor- 
ous phrase. 
Jay Johnson (bass/vOcals) 
hails from Sheffield, Ala. He, 
too, attended the University of 
Alabama. He is a quiet man, but 
is said to have a "phonographic 
memory," according to Scalici. 
In other words, he can hear a 
song once, and learn how to play 
it. 
The members got the name 
"Gravy" randomly from the dic- 
tionary. Compared to the alterna- 
tives, it was the best choice. The 
band had thought about chang- 
ing the name, but it was "-catchy 
and easy to. remember." 
.Gravy has been.touring the 
Southeast- since early January, 
■and tonight in Greenville at Cow- 
boys Nightlife, they will be play- 
ing with Government Mule, the 
band Warren Haynes of the 
Allman Brothers formed. 
Gravy's sound is much like 
the Allman Brothers. The music 
is excellent and the lyrics are 
very intelligent. The tempos vary 
from song to song, which helps a 
listener distinguish one song from 
another. The guitars are obvi- 
ously inspired by Stevie Ray 
Vaughn. 
Gravy's first recording effort, 
From the Hip, is very popular in 
the Southeast. If their live sound 
is anything like the recorded 
sound, Gravy is a band to see. If 
you miss them tonight, the next 
time Gravy is anywhere near 
Clemson is April 8th, at the Hi 
Hat Blues Club in Athens. 
See the CD review on Gravy's 
From the Hip on page 2B. 
photo courtesy Kudzu Recotds 
Gravy is one of the hottest up-and-coming blues 
bands in the Southeast. They will be playing 
with Government Mule tonight at Cowboys. 
Metheny in Peace Ctr. Wed 
contnued from IB 
Moody, Zoot Sims and Michael 
Franks. He is also a conductor 
and producer of many top al- 
bums. He writes a regular col- 
umn for Bass Player magazine. 
Drummer Paul Wertico 
joined the group in 1983. He is 
an extremely talented percus- 
sionist and is in demand as a 
sessionist and touring 
musiucian. He plays with jazz 
greats when not touring with the 
Pat Metheny group and also 
leads his own group. Modern 
Drummer featured him on the 
cover of the Jan. '95 issue. 
David Blamires, from 
Canada, is one of the best his 
country has to offer in the way 
of vocalist-guitarists. He is all 
over TV and radio with his 
singing and voice-overs for 
commercials and films as well 
as albums. After reuniting with 
Pat Metheny in 1986, he has 
put his solo career on hold. 
The group as a whole has 
many awards and Grammys to 
their collective name. Suffice 
it to say that they are on the 
forefront of the new jazz scene. 
photo courtesy Geffen Records 
Guitar wizard Pat 
Metheny plays at the 
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continued from IB 
tion to a greatest hits retrospec- 
tive, the concert repertoire in- 
cludes music from the Grammy 
Award-winning artists' more re- 
cent recordings, such as Joel's 
River of Dreams album and John's 
soundtrack scores from The Lion 
King. 
Arnold also announced that 
students and other interested par- 
ties may be given the chance to 
help set up the stage and field for 
the show for monetary compen- 
sation. 
The fact Clemson was one of 
ten cities chosen for the encore 
has been attributed to the success 
of Pink Floyd's performance in 
Death Valley last May. A very 
successful night on that tour turned 
more eyes towards Death Valley 
forlarge-scaleperformances such 
as the "Face to Face Tour," which 
has sold out almost every stadium 
it has been performed in. 
Tickets may be purchased in 
person at Select-a-Seat and 
Ticketmaster sales centers in 
North Carolina, South Carolina 
and Georgia or by phone by call- 
ing one of the following num- 
bers: Select-a-Seat: (800) 707- 
8499 or (803) 291-8499; 
Ticketmaster: 704-522-6500 
(Charlotte area), 910-852-1100 
(Greensboro area), 919-834-4000 





20TH CENTURY FOX 
&'«*& 
by Erik Pohl 
staff critic 
Nell, Michael Apted's recent drama of 
the noble savage, is a movie whose whole 
is greater than the sum of its parts. 
Derived from a Mark Handley play, the 
screenplay was written jointly by Handley 
and by William Nicholson. This is an 
interesting document, considering the main 
character is limited to muttering, groaning 
and malformed moanings through most of 
the movie. However, Jodie Foster pulls 
off this role with sugary fanfare and deter- 
mination. 
Foster's character and the detail of her 
isolation is somewhat hard to believe, but 
once the premise of this movie is ac- 
cepted, the movie anticipates you will 
swallow a lot more. Violations of major 
psychological and medical ethics are 
cleanly executed in a couple of broad 
swipes as the characters in this film clum- 
sily attempt to decide the fate of a dia- 
mond-in-the-rough, Nell, the female her- 
mit. 
Liam Neeson and Natashi Richardson 
deftly maneuver through theirparts, which 
otherwise seem to be suffering from some 
disorder. In their generalized character- 
ization of two reactions to Nell, the emo- 
tions and reason, they are expert; yet they 
hardly carry the weight of believability. 
Perhaps Neeson's role suffers least 
because it doesn't try to settle down in 
particulars. While the audience.may fre- 
quently question the details of the film, 
the overall scope of the movie is as grand 
as the area it is filmed in. The human 
consciousness is presented in analogy with 
the land: as civilized skyscrapers try to 
cover such questions, the mountains out- 
side force the characters to uncover and 
explore their individual darkness. 
Unfortunately, though, the darkness of 
Neeson's and Nicholson's characters 
doesn't seem to ring true— it is about as 
clear as a bedroom with a night-light and 
some of the most interesting characters 
are left only shallowly described. Apted, 
who has also directed Blink, A Coal 
Miner's Daughter, and Gorillas in the 
Mist, doesn't present much flourish, but 
does load the movie with serendipitous 
moonlight and a few breath-taking moun- 
tain shots. His direction is unremarkable, 
but perhaps that was necessary in this 
film. 
The main motion of the film, after all, 
is triggered by the last scenes and seems to 
occur after the movie is over. And, while 
some viewers might be startled by a par- 
ticular part of the movie where Nell is her 
own deus-ex-machina, the film can still be 
an active catalyst for reflection. 
While the sum of Nell's parts might be 
ample target for criticism, there is a glim- 
mer of the charming and introspective 







Swimming report, see 
page 8A 




Wrestles fose to UNC," 
see page 8A 
A CLOSER LOOK 
Clemson's Brendan 
Buckley is the 
ACCs Wrestler-of- 
the-Week 
: Tigers halt 5-game ACC skid 
by Billy Ebner 
staff writer 
After losing five straight ACC games, 
the Tigers came through with a win Satur- 
day, beating the Wolfpack 60-55. 
"You have got to really give them credit 
because they fought back there in the 
end," said Tiger coach Rick Barnes. "We 
missed those free throws down the stretch, 
and obviously we have to make those." 
But it was Merl Code's made free 
throws down the stretch that ensured 
Clemson's victory. He made four straight 
in the last 30 seconds to ice Clemson's 
second conference victory, and improve 
them to 11-5 overall. 
"I credit Clemson today with playing 
their game as they've been playing," 
Wolfpack coach Les Robinson said. "They 
executed to perfection, and they were able 
to beat us. Some of the other teams they 
just played close, but it unnerved our 
guys, and we really didn't start playing 
until the last 10 minutes." 
Clemson held a halftime lead of 28-19, 
but N.C. State came back to make it 52-49 
with about two minutes left in the game. 
Code's foul shots saved the Tigers who 
shot uncharacteristically bad from the line 
on the night. They were only able to make 
10 of 22 free throw attempts. Code made 
seven of eight, but the rest of the team 
converted on three of 14. 
With the Tigers' free throw shooting 
cold, Clemson counted on its defense to 
keep the Pack at bay. The Tigers held N.C. 
State to 37 percent from the field and 22 
percent from three-point land. N. C. State 
made only four of its last 15 shots in the 
game. 
"This team hasn't been given credit of 
the defense we play," Code said. "We try 
to eliminate what other teams like to do 
and make them play our style of basket- 
see CODE, page 10A 
Ladies beat Tech, 
lose to Cavaliers 
by James Marcoux 
staff writer 
Jim Davis' Lady Tigers came 
away with a much needed vic- 
tory at home against Georgia 
Tech 68-56 last week. But de- 
spite great performances by Tara 
Saunooke and Stepanie 
Ridgeway, they lost to the Lady 
Cavs in Charlottesville 78-55. 
Last Thursday night was de- 
scribed as "28 minutes of the best 
basketball we've played in a 
month" according to Davis. 
The early minutes of the game, 
however, were vastly in favor of 
the visiting Lady Jackets. Tech 
jumped out to an early lead and 
held it until mid-way through the 
first half when Angie Sawyer hit 
a jumper and put the Lady Tigers 
up 21-20. After that, Clemson 
never trailed. 
Clemson took a 35-24 half- 
time lead, only for Tech to come 
out of the locker room and pull 
within six points. But Clemson 
returned and showed great poise, 
building a 20 point lead with less 
than five minutes to play. 
Four players reached double 
figures for Clemson. Ridgeway 
and Saunooke scored 14 points. 
Laura Cottrell and Dory K.ifld 
combined for 22 rebounds. 
For the Lady Jackets, Kisha 
Ford led with 15 points while 
Dawn Smith and Carla Munnion 
cashed in 12 points apiece. Ford 
led the Jackets in rebounds with 
a total of 16. Tech fell to 2-6 in 
ACC play and 9-10 overall. 
Last Saturday's game against 
Virginia gave the Lady Tigers 
their fourth loss of the season in 
the ACC. The 34-22 halftime 
score was indicative of the Lady 
Cavs' domination of the ACC 
this year, as their record improved 
to 8-0 in conference play. 
The second half proved to be 
all Virginia when Jeffra 
Gausepohl stepped up and scored 
16 of her 22 points. An 11-2 run 
to open the second half brought 
the Lady Cav lead to 71-43 with 
little more than five minutes left 
to play. 
Saunooke led the Lady Tigers 
with 18 points including four 3- 
point baskets before fouling out 
with 9:38 left in the second half. | 
Ridgeway was the only other 
Lady Tiger in double figures with 
11 points and five rebounds. 
Jim Davis also received his 
first techinical foul of the season 
at Charlottesville. 
The next Lady Tiger basket- 
ball game will be against Duke in 
Littlejohn Coliseum tomorrow 
night at 7 p.m. 
Larry K. Barthelemy !V/senlor staff photographer 
Jaci Stimson and the Lady Tigers look to bounce back from their loss 
to the Virginia Cavaliers in Charlottesville Saturday. They face Duke 
in Littlejohn on Wednesday at 7 p.m. 
Panthers, Clemson make it official 
University to net approximately $3 million from lease agreement 
by Michael Burns 
sports editor 
Clemson University and Richardson 
Sports Limited Partnership made official 
last week the terms of the stadium lease 
agreed upon when the Panthers decided to 
P'ay in Memorial Stadium. Bill Amick, 
Chairman of the Board of Trustees, signed 
the agreement last Thursday afternoon. 
The lease officially sets the deal made 
m September of 1993, enabling Clemson 
and DeaihValley to be the.b,qrne if |t|f 
National Football League's expansion 
team, the Carolina Panthers, in 1995. The 
Panthers are to play two preseason and 
eight regular season games here in Memo- 
rial Stadium, which will be the largest 
stadium in the NFL that year. After 1995, 
the Panthers will play in their own sta- 
dium now being built in Charlotte, N.C. 
"[This contract] is exactly what we 
thought was fair," Clemson Athletic Di- 
rector Bobby Robinson said. "It is good 
for Clemson because of the exposure the 
University will receive, and the economic 
impact it will haveonithe'UnivcHsltV'a.ld 
the upstate." 
According to the athletic department, 
the University is expected to net approxi- 
mately three million dollars from the agree- 
ment. It specifically calls for the Univer- 
sity   to   receive  
$1.00 per ticket 
sold, seven percent 
of all ticket re- 
ceipts and 10 per- 
cent of all luxury 
suite lease gross 
revenues. In addi- 
tiojCRVnai'dsoh1 
Sports has pledg-d $ 100,000 to the IPTAYj, 
Academic Scholai. hip Endowment. 
Parking, traffic corurol and security for 
Panther games in Death Valley will be 
see PANTHERS, page 10A 
This Week in Clemson 
• Women's Basketball vs. Duke - Feb. 1 
,R.m.  7;- >:.-:-::: 
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Swim teams split with Gamecocks 
Men end 12-year 
losing streak to 
Cocks 
staff reports 
The Clemson men's and 
women's swimming teams split 
their meets against South Caro- 
lina on Saturday. The Lady Ti- 
gers fell to South Carolina in the 
morning match-up 121-178, 
while the Tiger men upset the 
Gamecocks 142-101 in the after- 
noon match-up. 
The Clemson men ended a 12 
year losing streak against South 
Carolina that dated back to the 
1982-83 season, when the Tigers 
won 69-44 at Clemson. 
Clemson, honoring seven se- 
nior swimmers on Senior Day, 
won seven of the 13 events en 
route to the victory. The Tigers 
finished the meet winning five of 
the final seven events, which en- 
abled them to increase their mar- 
gin of victory from 12 points to 
41. 
Junior Jorge Anaya won the 
200m butterfly (1:53.65) and the 
500m freestyle (4:34.21) to lead 
the men. Teammate T. J. Fry 
took first in the 200IM (1:52.77) 
and third in the 200m breast- 
stroke (2:09.47), despite suffer- 
ing dizzy spells before the final 
event. 
Freshman Kasha Gawronska 
was the top winner for the Lady 
Tigers, as she won the 100(59.69) 
and 200m backstroke (2:05.91). 
Senior Lara Yaroszewski, swim- 
ming in her final home meet of 
her career, took first place in the 
200 IM (2:08.02), and second in 
the 200m freestyle (1:54.07), both 
were season-best times. 
The Lady Tigers fell to 6-4 
overall and 2-1 in the ACC, while 
the men raised their record to 7- 
3 and 2-1. 
... .?> 
Around CU 
Larry K. Bathelemy FV/senior staff photographer 
Clemson's men's swimming team defeated South Carolina this past 
weekend, but the women fell to the Lady Gamecocks. 
Tracksters in USAir 
staff reports 
UNC beats wrestlers 
The men's track team competed in the 
1995 USAir Invitational this weekend, 
hosted by East Tennessee State in Johnson 
City, TN, breaking records and ensuring a 
trip to the NCAA Indoor Championships 
in the process. 
Sophomore Tony Wheeler, the World 
Junior Champion in the 200m dash, had a 
second place finish and an NCAA auto- 
matic qualifying time of 20.29 on Friday 
night in the 200m event. Wheeler broke 
Clemson's previous record in the 200m 
by .37 of a second when he surpassed 
James Trapp's record of 20.66 set at the 
NCAA Indoor Championships in 1992. 
This also puts Wheeler at the top of the 
Tigers' all-time   performers list, which 
hosts names like James Trapp, Michael 
Green, and Wesley Russell, all NCAA 
Champions. 
Senior Duane Ross posted a season 
best, but not a career best in the 55m HH 
when he ran the event in 7.22, another 
NCAA automatic qualifying time. Ross' 
time of 7.22 put him second in the event 
and ranks fourth on Clemson's all-time 
performers list, which he leads with a time 
7.12 set in 1993. 
Senior John Thorp made a personal 
best high jump, an NCAA automatic quali- 
fying jump, had a team season best, and 
moved into the second spot on Clemson's 
all-time performers list with his jump of 7' 
3 1/4" (22.2m) on Friday night. The jump 
won Thorp the even and guaranteed him a 
spot at the NCAA Championships in In- 
dianapolis, IN in March. 
hrik Martin/senior staff photographer 
North Carolina handed Clemson's wrestling team its ninth 
defeat of the season Sunday. 
by Ethan H. Bellamy 
staff writer 
The Tiger wrestling team fell to 4-9 
after a defeat at the hands of UNC at 
Jervey Gym on Sunday. 
Clemson's 
Brendan Buckley 
was the only Tiger to 
tally a victory with a 




brought his record in 
dual matches to 13-0 
and saw his overall 
record rise to 18-4. 
Clemson,    who 
was missing three in- 
jured starters, had only one upperclass- 
man to North Carolina's nine. 
"Today UNC had five nationally- 
ranked wrestlers and we had three of our 
starters out... it was a tough match," said 
"...UNC HAD FIVE NA- 
TIONALLY -RANKED 
WRESTLERS, AND WE 
HAD THREE OF OUR 
STARTERS OUT." 
• GIL SANCHEZ 
WRESTLING COACH 
Coach Gil Sanchez. 
The Tarheels were led by 134-pound, 
weight class wrestler T.J. Jaworsky who 
pinned Jamie Bankert 2:01 into the match. 
Bankert was wrestling in place of injured 
Tiger Jason Wheeler. 
Jaworsky, a two-time national cham- 
pion, is currently 
ranked number one in 
the 134-pound, weight 
class by Amateur 
Wrestling News. 
Despite the heavy 
loss, Sanchez was 
positive about the sea- 
son to come. "We're a 
young team, but we're 
going to wrestle hard 
and smart," said 
Sanchez. 
Clemson will next 
take on national wrestling powerhouses 
Nebraska and Ohio State in Jervey Gym 
on Saturday, Feb. 4. The Tigers will first 
meet the Cornhuskers at 2:00 p. m. and 
then face off against the Buckeyes at 6p.m. 
Up-hiil battle 
Larry K. Barthelemy IV/senlor staff photographr 
As members of the football team work to stay in shape in 
the off-season, the coaching staff is working to recruit a 
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ACC 
by Rob Graham 
staff writer 
Youdidn'thavetogofardown 
Tobacco Road this past weekend 
to find interesting conference and 
out-of-conference play involving 
ACC teams. 
Every team in the conference 
was in action, and Wake Forest 
was the lucky draw-of-the-week- 
end. 
They were involved in the 
conference thriller-of-the-week- 
end on Saturday with North Caro- 
lina and then again on Sunday 
against struggling Vanderbilt. 
This past weekend also saw 
the Mike Kzyzewski-less Duke 
Blue Devils fall to 0-7 in the 
conference and stake full claim 
to the bottom spot in the confer- 
ence. 
North Carolina 62 
Wake Forest 61 
North Carolina stayed on top 
of the conference standings Sat- 
urday with a last second win over 
Wake Forest, 62-61. 
TheTarHeels(16-l,6-lACC) 
had all of the odds against them 
midway through the second half 
as they found themselves down 
as much as 11 points. 
But they refused to fall to the 
Demon Deacons. UNC finished 
the game on a furious run that 
saw Jeff McGinnis and Donald 
Williams connect on three of the 
Tar Heels' five 3-pointers for the 
game. 
Wake contributed every bit to 
the run with their inability to make 
shots down the stretch. They only 
made one basket from the field in 
the last eight minutes. 
Carolina found themselves 
down one, 61-60, with :24 sec- 
onds showing on the clock. The 
ball, by way of UNC's weave 
offense, found itself in the hands 
of Williams and he hit a running 
one-hander with :5.5 seconds re- 
maining. 
Wake chose to not call timeout 
and Randolph Childress broke 
the Tar Heels' press and shot a 3- 
pointer that found nothing but 
air. Wake's Rusty LaRue caught 
the ball on its way down but 
couldn't put it in the hole, and the 
Tar Heels had their come-from- 
behind victory in Winston Sa- 
lem. 
Jerry Stackhouse and Rasheed 
Wallace led the way for UNC 
with 17 points each. Williams 
finished with 13. 
Tim Duncan was the bright 
spot for the Demon Deacons. He 
finished with 18 points, 17 re- 
bounds and seven blocked shots. 
Childress scored 15. 
Wake Forest 63 
Vanderbilt 51 
Wake Forest had to turn right 
around Sunday and face a 
Vanderbilt team that had knocked 
off a hot LSU team the day be- 
fore. 
But Wake (12-4, 4-3 ACC) 
proved too much for the strug- 
gling Commodores, as Tim 
Duncan scored 22 points and 
pulled down 14 rebounds to lead 
his team to a 63-51 win. 
It was evident that both teams 
had played the day before. Vandy 
shot just 18-of-67 (27 percent) 
from the field and the Demon 
Deacons could only muster 47 
shots. 
Wake Forest, again, was slug- 
gish down the stretch, connect- 
ing on only two field goals in the 
last 15 minutes. 
Travis Banks scored 16 for 
the Deacs' and Childress scored 
15. He only took eight shots. 
Georgia Tech 81 
Florida State 68 
Florida State failed to take 
advantage of the James Forrest- 
less Georgia Tech Yellow Jack- 
ets Saturday, as Travis Best 
picked up the vacancy for the 
Jackets to lead them to an 81-68 
win in Tallahassee, FL. 
Georgia Tech (13-6,4-3 ACC) 
shot 51 percent from the floor 
and Best poured in 27 points and 
dished out six assists. 
The Jackets led by as many as 
11 before FSU pulled to within 
67-63 on a James Collins 3-point 
basket. But, they finished the 
game with a 14-5 run. 
Bob Sura, tied for the ACC 
scoring lead, finished with 20 
points and six assists. 
Michael Maddux, who re- 
placed the injured Forrest, scored 




The Duke Blue Devils failed 
to win their first conference vic- 
tory in nine attempts Saturday as 
they fell victim to the long arms 
of all-American Joe Smith and 
the Maryland Terrapins, 74-72. 
The Blue Devils (10-9, 0-9 
ACC) held Smith in check for the 
entire game but couldn't get past 
his outstretched arms in the final 
seconds. 
Eric Meek caught a pass from 
Steve Wojciechowski, whodrove 
the land and dished to the left 
baseline and put up a 10-footer as 
the buzzer sounded. But Smith, 
who finished with just six points 
and five rebounds, blocked 
Meek's attempt into the crowd 
sitting along the baseline to keep 
the Blue Devils winless in the 
conference. 
Trajan Langdon, who single- 
handedly kept Duke in the game 
with his second half shooting 
from beyond the arc, led the Dev- 
ils with 20 points. Cherokee Parks 
finished with 19 points and 10 
rebounds. 
Keith Booth led Maryland (16- 
3, 6-1 ACC) with 22 points and 
nine rebounds. Exree Hipp was 
the only other Terrapin to reach 
double figures. He scored 21, in- 
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George Mason 98 
The Virgina Cavaliers stayed 
at home for an out-of-conference 
game with George Mason this 
past weekend and proved too 
much for Paul Westhead and his 
run-and-gun offense. The Cavs 
crushed their in-state rivals, 128- 
98. 
Cory Alexander was a one- 
man show finishing with 36 
points on 15-of-21 shooting. He 
also dished out 11 assists and 
pulled down seven rebounds. 
Virginia (12-5) shot 55 per- 
cent from the floor (52-for-94) 
and outrebounded George Ma- 
son 63-49. 
Yuri Barnes put up NBA num- 
bers as he finished with 18 points 
and 18 rebounds. Eight of those 
rebounds were on the offensive 
end of the floor. 
UVA, already holding onto a 
75-64 lead, put the game out of 
reach with a 13-0 run midway 
through the second half and in- 
creased their lead to 24. Barnes 
scored five points during that 
stretch. 
Nate Langley led George 
Mason with 21 points. Kevin 
Ward scored 20. George Mason 
(5-13) shot just 37 percent from 




ACC      Overall 
1. North Carolina 
2. Maryland 
3. Virginia 
4. Wake Forest 
5. Georgia Tech 
6. Florida State 
7. Clemson 

























Virginia at Maryland 
Wake Forest at N.C. State 
Clemson at Georgia Tech 
Florida State at UNC-Greensboro 
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USC's McGuire 
honored 
COLUMBIA, S.C. (AP) - 
Frank McGuire, thewinningest 
coach in South Carolina his- 
tory, was honored Saturday 
night in the arena that bears his 
name. 
Two of McGuire's former 
players and a former South 
Carolina governor were among 
those who shared memories of 
McGuire in the tribute at the 
Carolina Coli 
seum. 
The    cer- 
emony was the 
first public oppor- 
tunity for friends 
and fans to honor 
McGuire, who 
died Oct. 11. The 
80-year-old na- 
tive New Yorker 
notched more 
than 550 victories 
and a 1957 
NCAA championship at North 
Carolina in a45-year career that 
spanned high school, three col- 
leges and a year in the NBA 
before he retired in 1980. 
"Tonight we're paying trib- 
ute to a man who, perhaps more 
than any individual in this 
school's history, influenced its 
athletic program," South Caro- 
lina athletic director Mike 
McGee said. 
"Frank McGuire brought to 
us something that caused us to 
lift our vision and broaden our 
horizons to give us the will and 
the determination to move 
"FRANK MCGUIRE 
BROUGHT TO US 
SOMETHING THAT 
CAUSED US TO 
LIFT OUR VISION 
AND BROADEN 
OUR HORIZONS..." 
South Carolina forward into the 
20th century," former Gov. 
Robert McNair said. 
McNair spoke of the com- 
passion McGuire showed in 
dealing with troubled race rela- 
tions at South Carolina, a theme 
South Carolina's all-time lead- 
ing scorer Alex English also 
touched on in a poem. 
"He said come, trailblaze a 
path for others 
ofyourrace.We 
were civil rights 








coach on the 
floor," John 
Roche, said he 
remembered McGuire's en- 
couraging words in the 1971 
ACC championship game, 
when South Carolina trailed by 
a point and faced a crucial jump- 
ball with an eight-inch height 
disadvantage. 
"He had a vision that was a 
little bit broader than just that 
particular game or the next 
game," Roche said. 
"He loved being a basket- 
ball coach," Roche said. "I 
would be very surprised if ever 
in his entire life he thought about 
- doing anything else than being 
a basketball coach." 
ROBERT MCNAIR 
FORMER GOVERNOR 
Code free throws 
hold off 'Pack 
continued from 7A 
ball." 
Greg Buckner led all scorers 
with 19 points, while Code scored 
18. 
Rayfield Ragland came up just 
shy of a double-double with 16 
points and nine rebounds. 
Todd Fuller led N. C State 
with 17 points, while Ishua Ben- 
jamin chipped in 13. 
"Buckner played an excellent 
game, and Code knocked down 
those free throws, but I thought 
really early that Rayfield Ragland 
was abigkey forus," saidBarnes. 
"He set a tone for us on the boards, 
and I thought he was really out- 
standing today." 
"This shows us we can win at 
crucial times," added Buckner. 
"That's a big part of our mindset 
right now." 
"Any win in the ACC is a 
significant win, especially away 
from home," Code said. "Any 
time you can get a win here [in 
Raleigh], you feel like you're one 
Tigers FG     FT      0-R     PF   A     Pts   Min 
Martin 1-3 0-0 1-3 1 3 3      24 
Kelly 1-2 0-0 1-3 2 0 3      13 
Code 5-8 7-8 1-1 4 3 18    34 
Iturbe 0-2 1-4 1-1 3 4 1      29 
Buckner 8-11 2-6 2-2 2 3 19    37 
Ragland 8-10 0-2 0-9 1 0 16    34 
Harder 0-3 0-2 2-3 0- 3 0      25 
Scott 0-1 0-0 1-1 0 0 0      1 
Johnson 0-0 0-0 0-0 0 0 0      3 
Totals 28-4C 10-22 11-31 14 16 60    200 
PCT- FG .575, FT .455, 3FG .556 3P1 -Martin (1-2), Kelly 
(1-2), Code (1-2), Buckner (1-2), Harder (0-1 , Ragland (0-1) 
BL-1 (Iturbe) TO 16 (Code 5, Harder 4 Martin 3 Iturbe 3, 
Kelly, Buckner) ST- 5 (Code 2, Buckner 2, Iturbe) 
Wolfpack FG FT O-R PF A Pts  Min 
McCuller 2-12 0-0 3-4 5 I 6      33 
Benjamin 3-12 6-7 0-0 4 4 13    32 
Hyatt 2-5 0-0 3-4 3 2 5      29 
Feggins 3-8 0-0 2-3 0 0 6      19 
Fuller 7-8 3-4 4-6 2 2 17    32 
Davis 1-6 0-1 1-4 3 4 3      20 
Sutton 0-1 0-0 0-0 0 0      5 
Harrison 2-6 0-0 3-3 2 0 5      21 
Wilson 0-1 0-0 0-0 1 0 0      9 
Totals 19-46 21-25 17-33 10 11 69    200 
PCT- FG .370, FT .750, 3FG .222 3PT- McCuller (2-9), 
Benjamin (1-6), Hyatt (1-3), Davis (1-4), Harrison (1-4), 
Sutton (0-1)BL- 2 (Feggins, Fuller)TO-11 (Benjamin 4, 
McCuller 2, Hyatt, Davis, Sutton, Harrison, Wilson) ST-13 
(Benjamin 6, McCuller 2, Feggins 2, Hyatt, Davis, Wilson) 
Clemson 







ADJACENT TO C.U. CAMPUS 
AVAILABLE FALL 1995 
TWO BEDROOM FROM S350/M0NTH 
654-1719 
Panthers set to play 











The Tigers' next game is at 
Georgia Tech on Wednesday. 
After this game, the Tigers return 
to Littlejohn for a three-game 
home stand. 
Clemson 60, N.C. State 55  
Larry K. Barthelemy !V/senior staff photographer 
Clemson's Death Valley will be the home of the NFL's Carolina Pan- 
thers in 1995. The terms for the lease were set last year, but made 
official last Thursday. 
continued from 7A 
coordinated among Richardson 
Sports, Clemson University, the 
city of Clemson and the state of 
South Carolina. 
"I'm not sure about all the 
terms and economic impact pro- 
jections, but it is going to be cool 
having the NFL play in Death 
Valley," said Matt McColl, an 
Ag. Mech. major and junior at 
Clemson. "People are starting to 
get excited about the Panthers." 
According to Robinson, the 
excitement is just the beginning. 
"Students are able to get season 
tickets for $80," he said. "[They] 



















Furnished and unfurnished » Efficiencies and 2 Bedroom tewnhouses and fU 
baths ♦ Washers and drvers in most units ♦ 1 mile to campus ♦ Lots of store 
646-7003 






Have Valentine's Boxers filled with candy 
delivered to your sweetheart on Valentine's Day. 
S8.00 each 
Orders taken in the Loggia 
10am-2pm, Feb. 6-11 & 13 
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There was a man on second with two 
outs. Then came the 0-1 count. Shane 
Monahan launched a bomb over the right 
field wall that clinched the ACC Tourna- 
ment in Greenville for the Tigers and 
landed him the most valuable player award 
for the 1994 tournament. 
His accomplishments are phenomenal; 
his records are hard to touch. As a fresh- 
man, Monahan hit .375, had nine home 
runs!61RBIs, 16 stolen bases, 20 BBs, 15 
doubles, seven triples, and 96 total hits. 
His intensity grew in his sophomore 
tfc player 
profile 
year when he hit .415, 11 home runs, 55 
RBIs, 28 stolen bases, 40 BBs, 23 doubles, 
nine triples and was four hits shy of the 
national record of 137 hits in a single 
season. 
That is a lot coming from a player who 
was told that he was not big enough or fast 
enough to play Division I baseball. But 
Monahan grew from 5 '9" at the end of his 
high school career to 6'1", 205 lb. this 
spring. He has also grown from a good 
high school athlete to one of college 
baseball's premeir baseball stars. 
"Intensity is the key. I play the game to 
win . . . every time," Monahan said. "I 
never slack. I'm a scrappy player, and I 
play every game as if it were my last." 
Inspired by his father, Hartland 
Monahan, who played for several differ- 
ent teams in the National Hockey League, 
Monahan began his baseball career at the 
age of eight, when he played catcher for 
Guthrie's Pharmacy in Marietta, Ga. 
"Whatever I did, I was taught to do 150 
percent," he said. "If I was to hit 100 balls, 
I hit 200. My father taught me to go for the 
filephoto 
Shane Monahan looks to lead the Clemson to the College World Series in Omaha this year. 
Last year, he and the Tigers were eleminated in the Regionals held at Tiger Field. The 
Tigers are ranked fourth in preseason polls. 
extra mile, yet all the while to stay level 
headed and strong." 
And he does just that. The strength and 
self assurance he shows on and off the 
field is often mistaken for arrogance. "I 
love to play baseball; It's just one thing I 
don't have to prove to others. I just wish 
that people knew how I really am. I am a 
good person." 
Since the fall of 1992, when Monahan 
started at Clemson, things have been ex- 
citing. 
"I look forward to this season and its 
challenges. We're a team that loves to 
play. We only lost four players last year 
and gained valuable new talents this year. 
I can only wish the teams we face 'good 
luck' against us. 
"We don't want just the ACC Tourna- 
ment," he said. "We want it all." 
Known to his family as "Fuzzy 
Chabubbas (furry'bear)," Monahan is any- 
thing but a teddy bear on the field. He is a 
two-time All-American and has broken 
virtually .every freshman record at 
Clemson. 
"It's all a part of the game." he said. "If 
you're intimidating off the field... you're 
frightening on the field. 
"It's not all about winning, although 
it's nice. I only need certain things -1 have 
soft spots. I love my family and my girl- 
friend dearly. I enjoy watching kids play. 
I just want to have a good time this season 
and do well in the '95 draft." 
Monahan was the 1 Sth-round draft pick 
for the Atlanta Braves in 1992 and is 
projected to be a first-rounder in this year's 
draft. 
"Remember." Monahan said, "that a 
winner is someone who gets up, even 
when he can't." 
Tiger's Ross top 
ACC performer 
from staff reports 
Clemson's Duane Ross and 
North Carolina's Monique 
Hennagan garnered Atlantic 
Coast Conference Indoor Track 
Performer-of-the- Week honors 
after they both produced NCAA 
Automatic Qualifying times last 
weekend. 
Duane Ross, a native of 
Dalla, N.C., ran a 7.22 in the 
55m hurdles to automaticallly 
qualify for the event in the 
NCAA Championship in the 
USAir Invitational, his first meet 
of the season. The senior's time 
is the team's best so far this 
season and ranks as the second 
best collegiate time in the coun- 
try. 
Monique Hennagan, a fresh- 
man from Columbia, S.C., 
placed first in the 400m with a 
school record time of 53.35 
against Nebraska this past week- 
end. 
Hennagan's 400 meter time 
is also an NCAA Automatic 
Qualifying time. Hennagan's 
third place finish in the 200m 
(23.34) is the fourth fastest time 
in UNC history. Her 4x400 re- 
lay team captured first place 







Mike or Jon 










to get specials on 
select beers. 
•52 kinds of Beer! 
•Great Country Music! 
•Great appetizer menu! 
•No Cover Charge! 
JVPedru'sday night Is College rri 
**1>0C draft, $3 beer pitchers (Nat Light & Busch Light)"*1 
& drink specials 
|$teah»r»at*ve & classic rock music 




















Starts Friday! a 
Remember your sweetheart % 





Next to Lynch's Drugs   ►* 
S 654-4434 § 
M.H. FRANK LTD •   M.H. FRANK LTD • M.H. FRANK LTD 
rf\   &<MCfra*i 
Every Tuesday! Call 656-2167 or 656-7002 to advertise 
Next Tuesday...Big Savings 
for that Special Valentine. 















Contact your advertising representative at 656-2167 for more info. 
Don't be left out! 
Call now to reserve space for your 
ad next week. 
Look for... 
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For advertising information, call 656-2167 or 656-7002. 
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